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Abstract

Automatic steering control for passenger cars, a vital control subsys-
tem of Automated Highway systems (AHS), has been studied for several
decades. Di�erent reference systems have been examined for detecting
the lateral vehicle displacement from the lane center, employing a vari-
ety of modern control methods to design automatic steering controllers.
Implementations of the AHS relevant subclass of `look-down' reference
systems, however, have encountered practical constraints and limitations,
especically for highway speed driving. By analyzing the lateral vehicle
dynamics in the light of these practical constraints and limitations, we
establish a general framework for automatic steering control in an AHS
environment and contrast various directions for control design.

�
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1 Introduction

Automatic steering control is a vital component of highway automation, currently inves-
tigated worldwide in several programs, e.g. ITS in the US (see e.g. [1]) and ASV, SSVS
and ARTS under ITS Japan [2, 3]. Highway automation is a main subject of research and
development of Advanced Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS). AVCS refers to the subclass
of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) aimed at increasing safety and throughput of
road tra�c while decreasing environmental impacts. Overviews of highway automation were
given, for example, by Bender [4], a review of AVCS was presented by Shladover [5], and a
possible AHS scenario was outlined by Varaiya [6].

For individual vehicles within an Automated Highway System (AHS), two control tasks
arise. The �rst task, longitudinal control, involves controlling the vehicle speed to maintain a
proper spacing between vehicles. This paper concentrates on the second task, lateral control,
which is concerned with automatic steering of vehicles for lane keeping to follow a reference
along the lane center.

Automatic steering control approaches can be grouped into look-ahead and look-down sys-
tems, according to the point of measurement of the vehicle lateral displacement from the
lane reference. Look-ahead systems replicate human driving behavior by measuring the lat-
eral displacement ahead of the vehicle. The look-ahead distance usually is increased with
increasing velocity, similar to human behavior. A number of research groups have sucess-
fully conducted highway speed experiments with look-ahead systems like machine vision.
Examples are VaMoRs-P [7], VITA-I and II [8,9], and related projects (e.g. [10]) within the
European Prometheus Program, Carnegie Mellon University's PANS [11], and California
Path's stereo-vision based system [12]. In an e�ort to remedy the susceptibility of machine
vision to variation of light and weather conditions, radar reective stripes with look-ahead
capability have been developed and tested at The Ohio State University (OSU) [13]. Al-
ternatively, look-ahead laser radar systems [14] and \energy emitting or reecting" road
reference systems [15] have been studied.

Look-down reference systems, on the other hand, measure the lateral displacement at a
location within or in the close vicinity of the vehicle boundaries, typically straight down

from the front bumper. Examples are electric wire guidelines �rst tested at OSU [16] in
the US for passenger cars and later by Daimler-Benz and MAN in Germany for city buses
[17], radar reecting guard rails studied at OSU [18], and magnetic markers used in the
California Path project [19, 20] and, most recently, in Japan [2]. Comprehensive overviews
were given e.g. by Shladover [5] and Fenton [21]. However, despite an impressive amount
of literature on theoretical control designs (not listed here), no highway speed experiments
have been reported to the best of the author's knowledge. Furthermore, most of the practical
requirements like accuracy, comfort, and robustness could not be met simultanously in most
experimentally veri�ed approaches. Notable exceptions are the experiments performed at
OSU in the 70's [16], achieving up to 35 m/s (126 km/h, approx. 80 mph) under idealized
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conditions and with a look-down sensor located at more than 1m in front of an already very
long vehicle, e�ectively resulting in a look-ahead system.

Despite the low speed limitation in experiments with true look-down reference systems to
low speed, it was generally assumed possible to transfer the low speed results to highway
speeds by appropriate tuning of the controllers. Unfortunately, this may not be an easy task
due to signi�cant changes in the vehicle dynamics for increasing speed. We have shown in [22]
that the extension of look-down systems to practical conditions of an AHS environment with
speeds above 30m/s (108 km/h, approx. 67:5mph) is nontrivial and requires complete re-
thinking of the approach. The goal of this paper is to study the fundamentals of automatic
steering control for highway driving in a general framework based on physical insight. Rather
than directly persuing a numeric control design, an in-depth analysis of the system and of
the design requirements is �rst presented. This analysis is shown to lead to a distinct basis
for control design. Various design directions are examined, stressing their interrelations and
discussing respective practical implementation issues.

Section 2 describes the system model and control design requirements. The plant and the
controller to be designed are analyzed in Section 3 using various tools of dynamic system
analysis. Section 4 is devoted to a study of main design directions based on the insight
gained from the system analysis.

2 Problem Description

In this section, we present a description of the automatic steering control problem. Emphazis-
ing on physical interpretation rather than on complexity and accuracy of details, linearized
models are used throughout this study. The design requirements concentrate on practical
and implementational issues based on the AHS experience gained at California Path for
almost a decade [20, 23].

2.1 Model for automatic steering control

A linearized model has proved su�cient for studying car steering under `normal' conditions,
i.e. non-emergency situations [24]. Assuming small angles, this allows to use the classical
single-track model of Riekert-Schunk [25] shown in Fig. 1, also referred to as the \bicycle
model". The two front wheels and the two rear wheels are respectively lumped together into
a single wheel at the front and rear axles, and the center of gravity (CG) is located in the
plane of the road surface. A linear tire model is used under the assumption of small angles
during normal highway driving conditions within the physical limits of tires. The model
variables denote:
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v vehicle velocity vector with v = jvj > 0; speed v is assumed measurable,

� side slip angle between vehicle longitudinal axis and velocity vector v at CG,

	 vehicle yaw angle with respect to a �xed inertial coordinate system,

�yCG lateral acceleration at CG,

�yS lateral acceleration at sensor S, and

�f front wheel steering angle.

The linearized 2D model with two interal states, side slip angle � and yaw rate _	, and
front wheel steering angle �f as an input can be found e.g. in [24, 26] as

d

dt

2
4 �

_	

3
5 =

2
66664

�
�(cf + cr)

Mv
�1 +

�(cr`r � cf`f)

Mv2

�(cr`r � cf`f )

I	
�
�(cf`

2
f + cr`

2
r)

I	v

3
77775
2
4 �

_	

3
5+

2
6664

�cf

Mv

�cf`f

I	

3
7775 �f ; (1)

with parameters de�ned as:

M total vehicle mass,

I total vehicle inertia about vertical axis at CG,

`f(`r) distance of front(rear) axle from CG with ` = `f + `r,

dS \look-ahead" distance between sensor location S and CG,

cf(cr) front(rear) tire cornering sti�ness,

� road adhesion as a factor of e�ective tire cornering sti�ness c�f = �cf (c
�
r = �cr).

.CG

l l r f

v
β .

S

y
..

S
y
..

CG

dS

Ψ
.

δf

Fig. 1: Single-track model for car steering

The analysis in later sections is based on parameters of one of the cars used in the California
Path project, a 1986 Pontiac 6000 STE sedan, summarized in Table 1.
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M I	 `f `r dS cf = cr

1573 kg 2873 kg m2 1.1 m 1.58 m 1.96 m 80000 N/rad

Table 1: Car parameters of a 1986 Pontiac 6000 STE sedan

The transfer function from the steering angle �f to side slip angle � is given by

�(s) =
(�cfI	v)s + �cf`f(�cr`�Mv2)

D(s)
�f(s); (2)

where D(s) is the second order denominator

D(s) = I	Mv2s2 + �v
�
I	(cf + cr) +M(cf`

2
f + cr`

2
r)
�
s+

�Mv2(cr`r � cf`f ) + �2cfcr`
2:

(3)

The Laplace-variable is denoted by s. The dynamics of yaw rate _	 are

_	(s) =
(�cf`fMv2)s + �2cfcr`v

D(s)
�f(s);

=
1

s
W (s)�f(s);

(4)

where W (s) denotes the yaw acceleration transfer function

�	(s) = W (s)�f (s): (5)

De�ning lateral acceleration at CG as an output of the system (1), a transfer function can
be derived as

�yCG(s) =
�cfv

2I	s
2 + �2cfcr``rvs + �2cfcr`v

2

D(s)
�f(s)

= VCG(s)�f (s):
(6)

At displacement sensor S, lateral acceleration �yS comprises lateral acceleration at CG and
yaw acceleration scaled by look-ahead distance dS:

�yS(s) = �yCG(s) + dS �	(s)

=
�cfv

2 (M`fdS + I	) s
2 + �2cfcr`v (dS + `r) s + �2cfcr`v

2

D(s)
�f (s)

= (VCG(s) + dSW (s))�f(s)

= VS(s)�f(s):

(7)
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For look-down systems, the lateral displacement sensor is usually located at the front bumper
and look-ahead distance dS is approximately half the car length. The front wheel steering
angle �f is the output of a position controlled actuator with limited bandwidth, denoted by

�f(s) = A(s) �(s); (8)

where � is the commanded steering angle.

CG

S β

v

∆Ψ

S
Reference path

R
ref

CG
y∆

d S

y∆

Fig. 2: Vehicle following a reference path

Fig. 2 shows a vehicle following a circular reference path with a radius R
ref
. Lateral

displacement of the vehicle from the reference path is denoted �yCG at CG and �yS at
sensor location S. California highways consist of circular arcs matched together without
transitions. The vehicle longitudinal axis spans the sideslip angle � with the vehicle velocity
vector v and the angular displacement error �	 with the tangent to the reference path. For

convenience, we de�ne the reference curvature as �
ref

:=
1

R
ref

.

From above, we extract the plant subsystems: a kinematic subsystem (I), a geometric road
reference subsystem (II), and the lateral vehicle force generation (III) in (7) with actuator
dynamics (IV) in (8), all viewed at the sensor location S. The reference subsystem prescribes
the desired lateral acceleration at S,

�y
ref
(s) = v2�

ref
(s);

where �
ref

is the road reference curvature at S. The kinematic subsystem reduces to a double
integrator for the lateral displacement measurement �yS:

�yS(s) =
1

s2
(�yS(s)� �y

ref
(s)): (9)
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A block diagram of the closed loop with controller C(s) using output feedback of �yS is
shown in Fig. 3.

1

s2

_A(s)
+

_
δ

∆yV (s)
δf

C(s)

_
S

Actuator Vehicle

Controller

S

I

II

IIIIV

ρ
ref

v 2

..
y

S

..
y

ref

Fig. 3: Block diagram of an output feedback steering control system

2.2 Performance requirements

Human driving performance readily adapts to tra�c situations. In heavy tra�c and on
narrow lanes, e.g. near construction sites, drivers concentrate on lane keeping with small
errrors. On wide, open highways, however, concentration decreases and so does the tracking
performance. The total width of passenger cars including side-mirrors may vary within 1.8-
2.4 m (approx. 6-8 ft) from subcompacts to full-size vans and pick-ups. US highway lanes
have a width of 3.6 m (approx. 12 ft), leaving a worst-case margin of 0.6 m (approx. 2 ft)
on each side for lane keeping errors.

An automatic steering system is expected to achieve tight tracking performance [27] to
allow for su�cient safety margins in case of emergencies. Assuming a one-to-one proportion-
ing between margins for normal conditions and for emergency situations like tire bursts [28],
a maximum error of 0.3 m (approx. 1 ft) for normal conditions and for emergencies, re-
spectively, appears reasonable. For normal conditions, this error is further subdivided into
nominal operation and extreme situations. Hence a nominal maximum error of 0.15 m (ap-
prox. 1

2
ft) and an extreme situation maximum error of 0.3 m (approx. 1 ft) are used as

performance requirement in this study.

The nominal reference input of an automatic steering system is the road curvature �
ref
.

(Disturbances include wind gusts, pot holes etc.) The vehicle speed v = jvj should be chosen
to limit the lateral acceleration a

ref
during steady state curve riding to (a

ref
)max = 0:2 g,
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where g = 9:81 m/s2 is the gravity constant. We assume that vehicle speed v is adjusted
according to the respective curvature of a speci�c stretch of road with

v2 =
(a
ref
)max

(�
ref

)max

: (10)

Under normal highway driving conditions, the lateral error should not exceed j�ySj =
0:15m, e.g. for a step input (10). Extreme situations, which would allow for maximum lateral
errors of 0:3m include signi�cant simultaneous changes of road adhesion �, concurrent strong
braking/accelerating, and steps from left maximum curvature to right maximum curvature
or vice-versa without intermediate straight segments.

Ride comfort is an important concern for automatic steering control design. Human pas-
sengers are likely to reject automatically steered vehicles, and AHS as a whole, if the ride
comfort is inferior to manual driving. Research in comfort for automobiles so far has focused
on suspensions. A few concepts, however, carry over to steering control and can be translated
into performance requirements.

Comfort is mainly constituted by the acceleration acting on the passenger. More than the
magnitude of acceleration, its rate, also called jerk, determines the comfort level of riders.
A continuous, steady state acceleration up to 0.3-0.4 g can be comfortably counteracted by
humans. Sudden changes in lateral acceleration, however, may cause a feeling of discomfort.
For one, acceleration components in the 5-10Hz frequency range can excite internal body
resonances, without the e�ected person being able to allocate the cause of discomfort.

For deriving consequences for lateral control design from above, consider Fig. 3. When
closing the control loop from measurement �yS to � via a controller C(s), reference accel-
eration �y

ref
is to be matched by �yS without excessive overshoot. To ful�ll the discussed

frequency constraints, the bandwidth of the closed loop transfer function from �y
ref

to �yS
should be below 5Hz, but may exceed the approx. 1Hz human reaction time since signi�-
cant steps in road reference curvature are usually rare. Furthermore, the e�ects of steps in
�y
ref

can be decreased by previewing road curvature for a feedforward term in the steering
controller.

2.3 Practical constraints

An additional practical constraint relating to comfort is system noise, the main source being
lateral displacement sensor S. Assuming white sensor noise, no frequency above approx.
0.1-0.5Hz should be ampli�ed extraordinarily in the path to lateral acceleration �yS. Good
damping in the closed loop is required for suppressing uncomfortable lateral acceleration and
jerk. A reasonable compromise is to require an automatic steering feedback loop to have at
least a similar amount of damping as the conventional, manually steered car. Furthermore,
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high frequency noise in lateral displacement measurement �yS should not be allowed to
propagate through the controller C(s) to the input � of steering actuator A(s) to avoid me-
chanical wear, requiring roll-o� in the controller beyond the designated cross-over frequency.

The contradicting performance requirements of maximum lateral error and comfort have
to be achieved under a wide range of operating conditions. Most plant parameters like car
mass and inertia, and location of CG are slowly time varying and can be estimated on-line by
appropriate algorithms. These parameters as listed in Table 1 for a sample car are assumed
to be known for the remainder of this study. Only the road adhesion factor � is assumed
unknown within its range of uncertainty. The physical upper bound is � = 1 for dry road
with a good surface. Empirical data of various studies suggests � � 0:5 for wet (slippery)
road and a lower bound of � = 0:1 for pure ice. Since changes may be abrupt, stability has
to be guaranteed robustly without adaptation, at least for sets of the above range.

A set of `normal' road conditions is de�ned for this study as 0:5 � � � 1 for wet or
better road. This range is chosen conservatively to include di�erent road surface and tire
qualities with varying adhesion factors. `Adverse' road conditions, e.g. snow and ice, are
not considered explicitly here. On one hand, it is assumed that such extreme conditions
would either lead to discontinued operation of automated highways or to signi�cant speed
reductions. On the other hand, the analysis presented in the sequel can be easily extended
to more extreme conditions.

Two major implementational design constraints have to be considered. The �rst constraint
is related to the steering actuator dynamics. The necessity of being able to implement an
automatic steering system on an average passenger car without major constructional modi�-
cation of currently used steering mechanisms limits the available actuator bandwidth. Cost
and power considerations impose bandwidth limitations of maximum 10 Hz on a position-
controlled, third or higher order steering actuator, regardless whether it is electric or hy-
draulic.

The actuator bandwidth is subject to uncertainty due to operating conditions like tem-
perature and command amplitude. A worst-case bandwidth of 5 Hz proved realistic in the
experiments performed at California Path. Compared with a human driver (below 1 Hz)
and the car dynamics (about 1 Hz), the bandwidth limitations constitue a serious factor,
considering the discussed performance, comfort and robustness requirements. Furthermore,
the inherent uncertainty of the actuator dynamics imply that the steering controller has to
provide roll-o� itself, taking into account the worst-case actuator dynamics.

3 Problem Analysis

A thorough system analysis is based on an appropriate degree of abstraction for highlighting
the key characteristics and on utilization of multiple angles of view for describing the problem.
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For this study, we chose various tools of linear systems theory to examine the plant and
the controller design requirements. The discussion in this section is founded entirely on
linear system theory. Using the linearized model of Section 2.1, a linear control design is
viewed as the basis for a possibly more involved design using nonlinear techniques. Any
nonlinear controller, however, can be linearized around an operating point, e.g. �yS = 0
for any � and v. The linearized version of a nonlinear controller must of course satisfy all
stability requirements and should at least partially ful�ll the performance requirements given
in Section 2.2, under the practical constraints of Section 2.3. Note that this holds both for
analytical nonlinear techniques like sliding mode control and for more heuristic methods like
fuzzy and neural-network control.

Any controller, linear or nonlinear, will rely on the available information content of the
feedback signal(s). We argue that basic systems theory considerations, without using a
speci�c control design methodology, are su�cient, if not required, to understand the fun-
damental problems of automatic steering control. Later, re�nement of the controller will
be aided by modern tools of control design. To some extend, the fundamental problem of
automatic steering control under practical conditions has been underestimated in the past,
partly due to the lack of a detailed system analysis. In particular, automatic steering of
vehicles driving at highway speed with look-down systems needs concurrent consideration of
all performance requirements and practical constraints already at the system analysis and
control design stage.

The block diagram in Fig. 3 shows that the double integrator (9) is to be controlled via
the lateral vehicle acceleration �yS, based on displacement measurement �yS, and with input
�y
ref
. The open loop characteristics G(s), obtained by combining controller C(s), vehicle

lateral acceleration VS(s) in (7), and actuator A(s) in (8), are written as

G(s) = C(s)A(s)VS(s) (11)

and constitutes the `control' for the `plant'
�
1

s2

�
. The closed loop input-output relationship

between road curvature �
ref

and lateral displacement �yS is denoted by

�yS =
v2

s2 +G(s)
�
ref
;

= H(s)�
ref
:

(12)

Using multiple perspectives, the following subsections concurrently analyze plant dynamics
and resulting control synthesis requirements to obtain suitable G(s). First, step responses
are employed to give a avor of the vehicle dynamics and their variation with vehicle speed
and road adhesion �. Second, Bode diagrams are used for frequency domain analysis to pin-
point the dominant vehicle characteristics. Third, these characteristics are traced back to the
pole/zero locations in eigenvalue plane. Last, and most ambitious, a physical interpretation
is o�ered to enhance the overall understanding and to motivate the control design directions
for G(s) in Section 4.
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3.1 Time Domain Analysis

The analysis commences with a set of illustrative step responses with zero initial conditions
shown in Fig. 4. In the top two plots, the dependency of lateral vehicle acceleration �yCG(t)
at CG (6) on speed v (left plots) and on road adhesion � (right plots) is depicted for steering
angle steps of �f = 0:01 rad, neglecting the actuator dynamics A(s) in (8). The two plots in
the bottom row show the associated yaw rate responses _	(t).
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Fig. 4: Step responses of lateral acceleration �yCG(t) at CG (top row) and yaw rate _	(t)
(bottom row) for variation of speed v within 10m/s� v � 40m/s on good road � = 1 (left
column) and for variation of road adhesion 0:5 � � � 1 at high speed v = 40m/s (right
column)

Observations

� The lateral acceleration transfer function �yCG(t) has a direct throughput, i.e. zero
di�erence degree in second order (6).
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� The initial value �yCG(0) is speed independent, but varies linearly in �, whereas steady
state �yCG(1) = lim

t!1
�yCG(t) is both speed and �-dependent.

� For low speed, the initial value �yCG(0) exceeds steady state �yCG(1), featuring a tran-
sient without overshoot and oscillations.

� At higher speeds, the initial value is considerably smaller than steady state, and the
transient is subject to increasing overshoot and oscillatory behavior.

� Yaw rate _	(t) follows second order transfer function (4) with �rst order numerator,
i.e. di�erence degree one.

� Steady state _	(1) increases signi�cantly from v = 10m/s to v = 20m/s, but only
slightly from there on for higher speeds. However, steady state _	(1) depends almost
linearly on road adhesion �.

� For increasing speed and degrading road quality, yaw rate step responses tend to over-
shoot and oscillate, even more so than lateral acceleration.

Consequences for control

At low speed, the vehicle dynamics are well-behaved without overshoot and oscillations.
An initial value of lateral acceleration �yCG(0) at CG exceeding steady state �yCG(1) for a
step input of steering angle �f indicates a gain increase of VCG(s) for increasing frequencies.
The inuence of road adhesion � on the vehicle dynamics is negligible, geometric kinematics
prevail (not shown here explicitly, see [22]).

Increasing speed leads to increasing oscillatory behavior and signi�cant overshoot, both
in lateral acceleration �yCG(t) and in yaw rate _	(t) step responses. The steady state value
�yCG(1) increases with v and exceeds signi�cantly the initial value �yCG(0) for higher speed,
indicating a gain drop in VCG(s) and associated phase lag. The increased overshoot and the
tendency to oscillate indicates an increasing inuence of the zeros in the transfer functions
and decreased damping of the vehicle pole-pair in (3). Furthermore, an almost linear depen-
dency on � of both lateral acceleration and yaw rate is visible in the right two plots of Fig. 4
for v = 40m/s.

3.2 Frequency Domain Analysis

We continue the analysis using Bode diagrams. Frequency domain most clearly reveals the
general structure of the vehicle dynamics and resulting controller requirements. A set of Bode
diagrams of the lateral vehicle dynamics VCG(s) at CG is shown in Fig. 5. The left diagram
illustrates the dependency of VCG(s) on driving speed v for the range 10m/s� v � 40m/s
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on a dry road with good surface � = 1. The right diagram depicts the changes caused by
variation of road adhesion � from poor conditions � = 0:5 to good conditions � = 1 at speed
v = 40m/s. Note that the actuator dynamics A(s) in (8) have not been included.
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Fig. 5: Lateral acceleration dynamics VCG(s) at CG for variation of speed within 10m/s�
v � 40m/s on good road � = 1 (left Bode diagram) and for variation of road adhesion
0:5 � � � 1 at high speed v = 40m/s (right Bode diagram)

Observations

� Lateral acceleration dynamics VCG(s) have notch characteristics with a distinct natural
mode around 0.5-2 Hz.

� For low speed, the steady state gain

VCG(0) =
�cfcr`v

2

Mv2(cr`r � cf`f) + �cfcr`2
(13)

is smaller than the high frequency gain

VCG(1) = lim
|!!1

jVCG(|!)j =
�cf

M
: (14)
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The overall gain increase from VCG(0) to VCG(1) for v � 14m/s provides phase lead in
the range of the natural mode and leads to step responses with initial values exceeding
steady state, recall Fig. 4.

� For increasing speed, steady state gain VCG(0) increases strongly with v while high
frequency gain VCG(1) remains constant. The gain drop from VCG(0) to VCG(1) for
v > 14m/s leads to signi�cant phase lag in the range of 0:1�2Hz. This corresponds to
initial values �yCG(0) being smaller than steady state �yCG(1) in the top row of Fig. 4.

� At higher speeds, the natural mode is accompanied by a gain \undershoot" around
1� 2Hz.

� Decreasing road adhesion � decreases the gain jVCG(|!)j at all frequencies, also visible
in the step responses in Fig. 4 (right column). Furthermore, the frequency of the
natural mode decreases with deteriorating road adhesion.

� The gain variation of VCG(s) due to � increases with speed as shown in [22]. In
particular, a step from � = 1 to � = 0:5 leads to an approximate 10% gain drop of
VCG(0) at v = 10m/s, but to an approximate gain drop of 40% at v = 40m/s. The
increasing dependency of the gain jVCG(s)j on � for higher speeds complicates the
robustness problem with respect to changes of � as discussed in Section 2.3.

Viewed at a location S, the lateral vehicle acceleration has an embedded additional yaw
acceleration component. According to (7), lateral acceleration �yS at S is a linear combination
of lateral acceleration �yCG at CG and yaw acceleration �	, with the weight of the latter being
dS. A set of Bode diagrams for the yaw acceleration transfer function W (s) in (5) is shown
in Fig. 6 for similar conditions as in Fig. 5.

Note that VCG(s) and W (s), and hence VS(s) share denominator D(s) in (3), but have
di�erent numerators. In particular, yaw acceleration W (s) has di�erentiating low frequency
characteristics with associated phase lead, up to a corner frequency !c. The gain in the
low frequency region depends linearly on speed v, whereas the high frequency gain is speed
independent. Furthermore, the natural mode is less markable in W (s) than in VCG(s),
hinting that the zero-pair in lateral acceleration rather than the pole-pair causes the gain
undershoot in the 1� 2Hz region of VCG(s).

Linear combination of VCG(s) and W (s) to form VS(s) in (7) is not straightforward in
frequency domain. We restrict the following discussion to qualitative arguments: In the low
frequency range, the magnitude of VCG(s) exceeds that of W (s), leading to dominance of
VCG(s) in VS(s). At some frequency !e, depending on dS, the magnitudes jVCG(|!)j and
(dSjW (|!)j) become comparable, implying that both transfer functions contribute to VS(s)
according to their exact respective weight.
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Observations

� The steady state gain of VS(s) is solely determined by lateral acceleration at CG, i.e.

VS(0) =
�cfcr`v

2

Mv2(cr`r � cf`f) + �cfcr`2

= VCG(0)

(15)

in (13), with strong depedency on speed v.

� The high frequency gain of VS(s) is velocity independent, but varies linearly with dS,

VS(1) = lim
|!!1

jVS(|!)j

= �cf
�

1
M
+

dS`f

I	

�
= VCG(1) + dSW (1)

(16)
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� The frequency !e with jVCG(|!e)j = jW (|!e)j depends both on v and dS. Since low
frequency VCG(|!) varies with almost quadratic v2, but low frequency W (|!) depends
less than linearly on speed v, compensation of the gain changes due to speed requires
an approximately linear increase of dS with v in (7). Note that the phase lag in VCG(|!)
is only compensated by phase lead in W (|!) for !e < ! < !c, requiring su�ciently
large look-ahead dS due to �xed corner frequency !c.

Obviously, look-ahead distance dS plays a decisive role in weight distribution in (7), and in
particular in determining phase lead or lag in the range of the natural mode. This inuence
of look-ahead distance dS is illustrated in Fig. 7. Left, Bode diagrams for a short look-ahead
distance of dS = 2m, typical for look-down reference systems, are depicted for good, dry road
(� = 1) and di�erent speeds 10 � v � 40m/s. Right, a high speed situation (v = 40m/s,
� = 1) is shown for various look-ahead distances 0 � dS � 10m. As predicted above, phase
lag in the range 0:1� 1Hz increases for increasing speed when using a look-down reference
system with �xed dS = 2m (left Bode diagram). Conversely, increasing dS decreases phase
lag and eventually provides phase lead even at high speeds (right Bode diagram). Not
surprisingly, this complies with human driving behavior, where the look-ahead distance is
adjusted approximately proportional to speed.

Consequences for control

For look-down reference systems with small dS, the phase lag around the natural mode has
signi�cant consequences for control design. One of the key problems is that the natural
mode of the vehicle is in the frequency range needed for stabilization, due to performance
requirements. In order to achieve a maximum error of j(�yS)maxj � 0:15m for a step
in road curvature of j��

ref
j = 0:2g=v2, a minimum low frequency gain of the controller is

required. The minimum gain requirement leads to a minimum requirement for the cross-over
frequency, colliding with the frequency of the natural mode of the vehicle dynamics, and for
higher speed, also with the actuator dynamics.

The performance requirement for `normal' operation of less than j(�yS)maxj � 0:15m error
for a step input in road curvature of (��

ref
)max) in (10) translates into a gain requirement

for the closed loop transfer function H(s) in (12),

jH(s)j �
j(�yS)maxj

j(��
ref
)maxj

; 8s: (17)

This estimation is based on the inequality

j�yS(t)j = jL�1
�
H(s)

1

s
(��

ref
)max

�
j � jH(s)j � j(��

ref
)maxj; (18)
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where L�1f�g denotes the inverse Laplace-transform. Substituting open loop G(s) in (11)
into closed loop H(s) in (12) yields

H(s) =
v2

s2 + C(s)A(s)VS(s)
; (19)

with VS(s) denoting the lateral car dynamics at sensor location S in (7), A(s) describing
the actuator dynamics (8), and C(s) being the controller to be designed. Note that the
quadratic dependency of H(s) on speed v2 is compensated by the inverse quadratic speed
dependency of (��

ref
)max in (10) with speed independent (a

ref
)max.

An output feedback controller C(s), relying on measurement of lateral displacement �yS,
has to compensate the phase lag in vehicle dynamics VS(s) and additionally to provide
su�cient phase margin for stabilisation of the double integrator. The gain and phase re-
quirements for controller C(s) can be examined by solving (19) for C(s) under constraint
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(17). This performance constraint should be coupled with the stability constraint as shown
in Fig. 8 for v = 40m/s, � = 1, and dS = 2m.
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Fig. 8: Requirements for controller C(s) at v = 40m/s, � = 1, and with dS = 2m in terms
of gain and phase at the critical frequency range for achieving the desired performance

Performance curves, the solutions of the above performance constraint for jC(s)j and var-
ious values of 6 C(s), are displayed for the parameters of the Pontiac 6000 STE sedan of
Table 1. The performance constraint dictates that at any frequency, jC(s)j should lie above
the performance curve corresponding to the respective 6 C(s). Similarly, the stability require-
ment dictates 6 C(s) to be at least the marked value at cross-over, when jC(s)j intersects
the stability line (inverse plant). In order to guarantee good damping and a su�cient phase
margin, 6 C(s) should exceed the marked value by at least 50o at cross-over. This already
stringent constraint on the control design is aggrevated by the requirement of controller roll-
o� immediately after the cross-over frequency, but within the actuator bandwidth of approx.
5 Hz. Both the controller low-pass for roll-o� and the actuator dynamics start introducing
phase lag from around 2 Hz.

The controller C(s) should avoid excessive phase lead in the vicinity of actuator dynamics
since this could cause the actuator to saturate, with consequent harmful and possibly unsta-
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ble limit cycles. In addition to actuator constraints, high controller gains at high frequencies
are extremely undesirable due to noise considerations. As is obvious from Fig. 8, much lower
gain su�cies in the low frequency range to achieve the desired performance. High gain at
high frequencies ampli�es the noise in measurement �yS, leading to poor comfort and also
to high wear of mechanical parts in the steering mechanism.

The controller requirements shown in Fig. 8 are already highly demanding for a single
speed and constant (known) road adhesion �. Addition of the robustness requirement of
simultaneous stability and good performance for 0:5 � � � 1 further complicates matters.
Variation of � introduces a 40% variation in vehicle gain jVS(|!)j (see [22]) and shifts the
frequency of the natural mode. In order to satisfy the performance requirements, the gain
variation has to be compensated by increasing the low frequency gain of controller C(s). The
increasing phase lag of vehicle dynamics VS(s) for decreasing � requires even more phase
lead by the controller. Most important, however, the phase lead region of the controller has
to sustain for a signi�cant frequency range, since cross-over frequency varies concurrently to
variation of gain and natural mode in VS(s) due to changing �. An additional gain increase
results for higher frequencies, further increasing system bandwidth and depriving the neces-
sary room for designing a robust controller C(s) which satis�es the practical requirements
and constraints.

3.3 Eigenvalue Domain Analysis

The frequency domain analysis in the previous section indicated a notch characteristic of
the lateral acceleration transfer functions VCG(s) at CG and VS(s) at sensor location S, with
a natural mode around 0:5 � 2Hz. For increasing speed v, the phase lag associated with
the natural mode increases due to VCG(0)� VCG(1) in (13) and (14), and, for small look-
ahead dS, also for VS(0) � VS(1) in (15) and (16). Furthermore, gain \undershoot" for
1� 2Hz hints a dominant and poorly damped zero-pair. The pole-zero locations of VCG(s)
are studied in more detail in Fig. 9.

Observations

The left graph of Fig. 9 shows the dependency of pole and zero locations of VCG(s) on speed
10m/s � v � 40m/s on good road with � = 1. Poles follow circular arcs for speed variation
while zeros follow parabolas. For increasing speed, both the poles and the zeros approach
the imaginary axis, leading to respective poor damping, with the zeros having less damping
than the associated pole-pair. Also, the pole and zero locations change signi�cantly from
v = 10m/s to v � 25m/s, but vary less for increasing the speed further.

The dependendy of pole-zero locations of VCG(s) on 0:5 � � � 1 for high speed v = 40m/s
is depicted in the right graph of Fig. 9. Note the di�erent scale of the real axis compared to
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the left graph. For decreasing �, poles and zeros further approach the imaginary axis in a
uniform manner. This results in even lower damping of both the pole-pair and the zero-pair.

The dominance of the zero-pair apparent in Fig. 9 is emphazised in Fig. 10. Damping
Dp of the poles of VCG(s) (right graph) is contrasted with damping Dz of the zero-pair
(left graph). Obviously, the numerator damping is signi�cantly smaller than denominator
damping. Even worse, damping Dz of the zeros decreases sharply with increasing speed to
values as low as Dz < 0:35 for v = 20m/s and further to Dz < 0:2 for v = 40m/s on
any road surface �. Damping of the poles, on the other hand, drops steadily with speed to
Dp < 0:6 at v = 40m/s. Deteriorating road adhesion � further decreases Dp for any speed,
e.g. to Dp < 0:45 at v = 40m/s on wet road � = 0:5.

The yaw rate transfer function (4) shares denominator D(s) in (3) with lateral acceleration
transfer function (6), but has only one (real) zero. (Yaw acceleration W (s) in (4) has an
additional zero in the origin.) Once again, addition of VCG(s) and (dSW (s)) to form VS(s)
in (7) is nontrivial. Obviously, only the locations of the zeros change with varying dS.

Damping associated with the zeros of the lateral acceleration transfer function VS(s) at
sensor location S in (7) increases with look-ahead distance dS, see Fig. 11 for an example at
high speed v = 40m/s on a good road. The damping increase is dramatic for initial increases
of dS up to about twice the car length. For even larger dS, the further damping increase
is less signi�cant. Equal damping of poles and zeros is achieved in the above example of
Fig. 11 for dS � 15m.
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Consequences for control

The locations of poles and zeros in the lateral acceleration transfer function VS(s) in (7) have
signi�cant consequences for control design for look-down systems with small dS, especially
at higher speeds. The degraded damping of the poles is a poor basis for control design to
begin with, since VS(s) is a vital component of the overall `control' G(s) in (11) used to
stabilize the double integrator plant. For closing the control loop, C(s) requires one zero,
better one zero-pair, in the left half plane to move the double integrator poles away from the
origin. Simultaneously, the vehicle poles of VS(s) in (7) immediately start moving towards
the imaginary axis when closing a feedback loop, leading to even poorer damping in closed
loop H(s) in (12) than in open loop G(s) in (11). Furthermore, the zero-pair present in the
lateral acceleration dynamics VS(s) with extremenly poor damping for small dS, attracts a
pole-pair when closing the feedback loop. This leads to a poorly damped pole-pair in closed
loop and outrules the use of high gain.

Hence, a second zero-pair is required to temporarily detract the vehicle poles in (3) away
from the |!-axis to improve damping. Introducing two zero-pairs in C(s) amounts to strong
di�erentiation action in the associated frequency ranges, since the controller poles need to
be placed away from the zeros to avoid cancellation of their e�ects. Strong di�erentiation
action in C(s) leads to high gain at high frequencies, which ampli�es high frequency noise
and collides with actuator dynamics, as discussed in Section 3.2.
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An \almost" pole/zero cancellation could be achieved by moving a pole-pair close to the
dominant zero-pair of the lateral acceleration dynamics at S via feedback. Besides the
obvious concern of a poorly damped pole/zero cancellation, inacceptable comfort results.
The closed loop poles are present in all vehicle transfer functions, i.e. in lateral accleration
dynamics at all locations away from S and also in the yaw dynamics. However, only in the
lateral acceleration transfer function VS(s) at sensor location S, the zero-pair present there
would compensate the e�ect of poorly damped poles. In all other transfer functions, the
poor damping surfaces uncompensated, leading to an e�ect called \�sh-tailing": While sensor
location S might exhibit acceptable tracking performance in closed loop, the vehicle itself yaw
oscillates about S as if being hinged there. This e�ect also prevents utilisation of feedback
linearization or inverse dynamics methods, which similarly would place controller poles close
to poorly damped vehicle zeros. Furthermore, robustness requirements with respect to road
adhesion � raise serious doubts about the reliability of using pole-zero cancellation in the
vicinity of the imaginary axis.
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3.4 Physical Interpretation

The described vehicle dynamics and their dependence on speed v and road adhesion � are
best understood in a physical context. In the sequel, the dominant phenomena in the crucial
lateral acceleration transfer functions VCG(s) and VS(s) will be studied: high frequency and
steady state gain, and pole and zeros locations.

The high frequency gain of lateral acceleration transfer function at CG in (14) describes
the instantaneous acceleration as a ratio of instantaneous force at the front tires for a step in
steering angle �f , (�cf�f ), and the total vehicle mass M . At other locations away from CG,

e.g. at dS as in (16), a component of instantaneous yaw acceleration
�
�cf

dS`f

I	
�f
�
is added.

Linear proportioning of lateral force at the front tires with respect to the instantaneous
angle between the front tire and the vehicle velocity vector v at the front axle is a result of
the linear tire model used in this study. Hence, instantaneous acceleration is linear in road
adhesion �, but is speed independent.

Steady state lateral acceleration, on the other hand, derives from the force and torque
balance equations, see e.g. [24,26]. For neutral steer with cf`f = cr`r, (13) and (15) for any
location dS reduce to geometric cornering�

VCG (0)
�
ns

= VCG (0)
���
cf `f=cr`r

=
v2

`
;

(20)

with quadratic speed dependence according to centrifugal force equilibria. Understeer with
cf`f < cr`r is generated in all passenger cars by locating the CG ahead of the mid-point
between the two axles. This reduces the sensitivity of the vehicle at higher speed by creating
a torque opposing the geometric cornering (20). In e�ect, the gain from steering angle to
lateral acceleration is decreased below v2

`
, resulting in a v�, (1 < � < 2) dependency of

VCG(0) in (13) at moderate speed and even a (0 < � < 1) dependency at very high speeds.
The bene�t for human driving is desensitization of the steering at higher speed. In other
words, to drive a speci�ed radius of curvature, a larger steering angle is required at high
speed than at low speed. Due to the remaining v� dependency, however, a steady state gain
lower than the speed independent high frequency gain at low speed turns into a steady state
gain VCG(0) greater than VCG(1) at higher speeds, with associated phase lag instead of
phase lead.

Pole locations derive from the dynamic motion equations of the lateral and the yawing
modes. For neutral steer, the poles in (3),�

D(s)
�
ns

= D(s)
���
cf `f=cr`r

=
�
s + �

cf + cr

Mv

� 
s + �

cf`
2
f + cr`

2
r

I	v

!
;

(21)
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are real and clearly separated into the lateral (translational) mode and the yawing (rota-
tional) mode. For example, the yaw rate transfer function (4) reduces to the �rst order
yawing mode (right factor in (21)), since the lateral mode (left factor in (21)) appears as a
zero for neutral steer cf`f = cr`r. Note that both modes linearly depend on road ahesion �

and on the inverse of speed v, in compliance with basic motion laws.

Understeer introduces coupling between the lateral and the yawing modes. For decreasing

the overall steady state gain both in VCG(s) and VS(s), the understeer term
�

I	
(cf`f�cr`r) <

0 in denominator D(s) in (3) increases the natural frequency !p of the poles when written
as

D(s)(s) = I	Mv2(s2 + 2Dp!ps + !2
p): (22)

Increasing !p for constant (2Dp!p) decreases damping Dp and eventually leads to a complex
pole pair. Since understeer at higher speed creates a torque opposing the geometric cornering,
the front tires have to support more lateral forces than the rear tires. Due to the shorter
lever arm of the front tires compared to the rear tires for any dS > 0, understeer results in
decreased total lateral damping forces provided by the tires.

The zeros of a mechanical system are tightly connected to input and output locations.
In particular, a zero in a transfer function signi�es that an energy injection with the zero
frequency at the input is absorbed by the system and will not (fully) reach the output.
Conversely, a disturbance at the output with zero frequency does not show (much) e�ect
at the input location. This implies that the modes of the system obtained by mechanically
constraining an input constitute the overall system zeros for that input.

For the lateral vehicle dynamics, mechanically constraining the front tires, i.e. \hinging"
the vehicle at the front axle, describes the zeros of the lateral transfer functions for any dS
as the poles of the hinged system. Consequently, the zeros are comprised of a translational
mode coupled with a rotational mode about a vertical axis at the front axle and thus do
not depend on front tire characteristics like sti�ness cf . Also, damping of the hinged system
is only provided by lateral damping of the rear tires. Hence for small dS, the zeros in the
lateral acceleration transfer function in (7) have less damping than the vehicle poles, which
can draw upon damping from all four tires. The smaller zero damping compared to the pole
damping is most noticable for higher speed, when lateral damping from the tires becomes
more critical.

Understanding the zeros of VS(s) in (7) as the modes of the vehicle being hinged at the front
axle also explains the inuence of look-ahead distance dS on damping of those zeros: The
larger the lever arm (dS�`f ) to the front axle compared to the rear lever arm ` = `f+`r, the
better the damping of the zeros. Initial increases of absolute dS out from the front bumper
have a larger impact on the lever arm ratio and hence on the damping of the zeros than for
large look-ahead (dS � `f) > `, as already observed in Section 3.3.
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4 Control Design Directions

This section is devoted to an investigation of possible control design directions. Since this
paper concentrates on fundamental issues in automatic steering control, no explicit con-
trol design is discussed here. Rather, basic design directions are examined and contrasted
with respect to their advantages and possible drawbacks, emphasizing on the performance
requirements and practical constraints discussed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

The analysis in Section 3.3 indicates that the zero-pair of the lateral acceleration transfer
function VS(s) in (7) is one of the major obstacles towards automatic steering control design
for look-down reference systems with small look-ahead dS. Recall that the zero-pair has
extremely poor damping for higher speed, e.g. less than 0.2 damping for v � 40m/s on any
road surface. In a closed loop system, a pole-pair is inevitably attracted to the zero-pair,
leading to low pole damping. Since these poles dominate other vehicle transfer functions like
lateral acceleration away from sensor location S and vehicle yaw rate, poor comfort results.
Feedback of additional internal states like vehicle yaw rate cannot solve this problem of
attractive, but poorly damped zeros, since only pole locations can be inuenced.

The necessary modi�cation of zero locations requires changing the overall plant structure as
outlined in Section 3.4. In general, two alternatives exist: modifying the inputs or modifying
the outputs of the system.

For changing the plant input(s), various methods of generating a lateral force or a yaw
torque acting on the vehicle can be exploited [29]. Prominent examples include single-
wheel braking as being used for Anti-Skid-Control (ASC) by Mercedes-Benz and Bosch in
Germany [30] and the robust yaw decoupling control for four-wheel steered (4WS) cars [31].
ASC generates a yaw torque to avoid skidding in emergency situations by braking of selected
wheels and thus can hardly be used in continuous operation for automatic steering. An
appropriate equivalent would be single wheel driving torques on all four wheels, a technically
rather involved and expensive solution.

The 4WS control law by Ackermann [31], on the other hand, is suited for continuous AHS
operation at the price of an additional rear wheel steering mechanism. Robust decoupling of
yaw motion from lateral acceleration at the front axle is achieved by feedback of the vehicle
yaw rate via an integrator. The control law exploits structural properties of the vehicle
dynamics and is robust with respect to parameters like car mass and inertia, road condition,
and even nonlinear tire characteristics.

The approaches mentioned above aim at modifying the inputs to the lateral vehicle dy-
namics and thus require expensive changes to the mechanical structure of the car. In the
discussion below, we will focus on a less involved solution, the modi�cation of the system
outputs to inuence the location of the zeros of the lateral acceleration transfer function for
automatic steering control.
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4.1 Modi�cation of look-ahead: The dual roles concept

The new problem description in Fig. 3, with open loop G(s) in (11) and closed loop

H(s) in (12), reveals an interesting phenomenon. Plant
�
1

s2

�
in (9), the double inte-

grator from lateral acceleration error ��yS to lateral displacement �yS, is controlled by
G(s) = A(s)VS(s)C(s) where C(s) comprises the controller, VS(s) represents the vehicle
lateral dynamics at S and A(s) denotes the actuator dynamics. Instead of isolated design of
controller C(s), the vehicle dynamics VS(s) are now included in the design of G(s) to control
the double integrator. In fact, for practical implementation, also actuator dynamics A(s)
have to be taken into account, although it might not be possible to modify them signi�cantly
for a given car.

A set of new design directions evolves from this novel point of view. First, an appropriate
G(s) is designed, taking in account all practical requirements and constraints on closed loop
H(s). Then, G(s) is realized via concurrent design of vehicle dynamics VS(s) and controller
C(s). In this second step, VS(s) and C(s) play complementary roles and may be regarded
dual to each other.

Plant
�
1

s2

�
in (9) is known exactly. Combined \controller" G(s) should be designed for

closed-loopH(s) to ful�ll the performance requirements discussed in Section 2.2, in particular
with respect to maximum lateral displacement, damping for ride comfort, and robustness
with respect to road adhesion �. Furthermore, zero steady-state errors and controller roll-o�
to prevent exciation of actuator dynamics are required. Reference acceleration �y

ref
can be

known from (9) via appropriate transmission of preview information of up-coming curvature
from the road to the vehicle. For example, in the magnetic marker system used at California
Path, binary coding of magnet polarity is used to preview road curvature before encountering
a road curvature change [19, 32]. In case of availability of preview, feed-forward of road
curvature can be added to the overall control structure, but is subject to dynamic uncertainty.
Since curvature preview does not signi�cantly inuence stability, this option is not persued
in the sequel.

The double integrator (9) has to be stabilized by G(s) via a lead compensator with ap-
proximately 60o phase lead at cross-over for appropriate damping. At low frequencies, below
roll-o�, a minimum gain according to (17) is necesssary to achieve the performance require-
ments. Also, G(s) needs to include integral action for zero steady state lateral displacement
and low-pass characteristics for the desired roll-o�.

The simplest linear solution is a PIDmTn structure for G(s), where the proportional gain
P is determined to satisfy (17), the integral I-term is chosen not to interfer with stability,
i.e. does not introduce phase lag in the vicinity of cross-over, the di�erential term Dm is an
m-th order lead compensator to provide su�cient phase margin, and Tn is an n-th order
low pass for roll-o� with n > m. This PIDmTn structure is synthesized by design of lateral
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vehicle dynamics VS(s) and controller C(s) to form G(s) in (11). Actuator dynamics A(s)
in (8) are not included in the design, however, bandwidth and damping requirements for the
position control of the actuator derive from the requirements on G(s).

Lateral acceleration VS(s) at S has second order dynamics with two poles and two zeros.
Depending on speed v, road adhesion � and look-ahead distance dS with �xed parameters
of the vehicle dynamics (e.g. as in Table 1), VS(s) shows charactersistics of either a lead
compensator or a lag compensator, see also Fig. 7. In particular, at low speed, e.g. for
v = 10m/s, small look-ahead dS already provides substantial phase lead for the full range of
considered road adhesion 0:5 � � � 1. For higher speeds, small dS as present in look-down
reference systems, results in phase lag, e.g. up to 70o on poor road surface at v = 40m/s.
Increasing look-ahead dS reverses this trend. For example, for

dS0 =
I	=M (v2�(cf + cr)`f � �2cfcr`

2)

`f (Mv2�(cr`r � cf`f ) + �2cfcr`)
(23)

VS(0) = VS(1) and hence the overall phase balance is equal to zero. Furthermore, phase
lead is present in VS(s) for su�ciently large dS > dS0 in the frequency range of the natural
mode.

In addition to vehicle dynamics VS(s), controller C(s) may also provide phase lead for
stabilization. The interchangeability of the roles of VS(s) and C(s) in G(s) to stabilize
the double integrator plant (9) with su�cient phase margin is the core of the dual roles
concept.

Case I: Look-ahead distance dS is chosen such that VS(s) contributes su�cient phase
lead to G(s) for stabilization of (1=s2) for the range 0:5 � � � 1. Controller
C(s) is chosen with PI-type characteristics to match the phase lead region of
VS(s) with the cross-over region for plant (9). The special case of Hurwitz
stability for a good road surface was solved for a true look-ahead system by
�Unyelio�glu et al. [13].

Case II: Look-ahead distance dS is chosen similar to (23) such that VS(s) contributes no
or little overall phase lag/lead to G(s) and is approximately a P-type transfer
function for the range 0:5 � � � 1. Controller C(s) is chosen with a PIDmTn
characteristic to provide su�cient phase lead toG(s) for stabilization of (1=s2),
according to the performance requirements.

Intermediate solutions include sharing phase lead requirements between VS(s) and C(s),
and compensating phase lag in VS(s) by C(s) or visa versa. Note that compensation of phase
lag in VS(s) requires strong di�erentiating action of C(s) which may collide with noise and
actuator constraints. For studying the respective merits of the di�erent approaches, contrast
the two cases on an abstract level. The main di�erences are:
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� Case I requires larger look-ahead distances dS than case II, which generally leads to a
higher noise level in the lateral displacement measurement �yS.

� Case II requires more phase lead of controller C(s) than case I, leading to higher
controller gain in the mid-frequency range, around and after cross-over, which generally
ampli�es higher frequency noise.

� For case I, cross-over is determined by the phase lead region of VS(s). Since cross-
over and hence closed-loop bandwidth is con�ned to a range prescribed by the vehicle
dynamics, the P-portion of controller C(s) cannot be chosen to satisfy arbitrary per-
formance requirements. However, it turns out that the performance requirements are
almost satis�ed for most passenger cars. Variation of road adhesion � simultaneously
inuences the low frequency gain of VS(s) and frequency range of phase lead such that
simultaneous stabilization of (1=s2) in (9) is possible, see the left Bode diagram in
Fig. 12 for an example for v = 40m/s, dS = 16:9m (resulting in a minimum phase lead
of 50o), �1 = 1 and �2 = 0:5, with P-control C(s) = 0:03. Inherent \almost" satis-
faction of performance requirements and robustness with respect to road adhesion are
attributed to the speci�cations of vehicle steering design to accomodate human driving
behavior. In fact, it can be argued that case I resembles the steering characteristics of
a concentrated human driver.

� For case II, cross-over is determined entirely by control C(s) and can be chosen to
satisfy any performance requirements. Since C(s) is invariant with respect to road
adhesion (adaptation is not possible since � is not slowly time-variant), robustness is
to be achieved by providing phase lead over a range of possible cross-over frequencies,
see the right Bode diagram of Fig. 12. The example shows a similar situation as
above, with dS = 5:8m and C(s) = 0:03L(50), where L(50) denotes a higher order
lead compensator, providing 50o phase lead consistently over the necessary frequency
range.

The above list points out the crucial trade-o�s in automatic steering control design. Noise
in lateral displacement measurement �yS increases at least linearly in dS for sensors \looking
ahead" of the front bumper, and even quadratically in dS e.g. for maschine vision. On the
other hand, poviding phase lead in C(s) leads to higher controller gain at higher frequencies
around and after cross-over, which may require excessive actuator bandwidth. These noise
considerations have to be traded o� with the ability to satisfy performance requirements.
Case I, using \natural" phase lead in VS(s) by appropriate seletion of dS o�ers straight
forward control design at the price of a pre-determined cross-over frequency and hence pre-
determined system bandwidth. Only two control parameters, dS and the P-gain, have to
be selected for robustness with respect to the range 0:5 � � � 1, possibly gain-scheduled
with velocity v. Case II, on the other hand, provides exibility in choosing cross-over, but
requires more involved, higher order control design. For example, the plain 50o-phase lead
controller L(50) shown in Fig. 12 is not directly employable due to corruption by the vehicle
dynamics VS(s) as apparent from the right Bode diagram.
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Fig. 12: Dual roles concept : Robust stabilization by vehicle phase lead with long look-
ahead dS (Case I, left Bode diagram) is dual to robust stabilization by a lead compensator
with small look-ahead dS (Case II, right Bode diagram)

4.2 Virtual look-ahead

In addition to the obvious solution of employing true look-ahead reference systems like
machine vision [7{12] or radar [13], vitual look-ahead can be created for look-down reference
systems to virtually extend dS beyond the front bumper. Look-down reference systems
are attractive with respect to reliability and accuracy, e.g. magnetic markers [19] are not
susceptible to weather and light conditions like machine vision and the sensor �eld of view
may not be obstructed by preceeding vehicles, which is important for platooning [6]. To
preserve the advantages of look-down reference systems via virtual look-ahead, consider
equation (7), which can be re-written in error coordinates for virtual look-ahead dv as

��yv = (�yCG � v2�
ref

) + dv( �	� v _�
ref
)

= ��yCG + dv��	:
(24)
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Note that _�
ref

is a Dirac impulse for step changes of road curvature. However, (24) is
written in terms of acceleration, which is the control variable, but not the measured variable.
Measurements are on position scale (e.g. �yCG) or, at best, on velocity scale (e.g. _	).

It is clear from (24) that a virtual look-ahead dv > dS requires measurement of �	 or
� _	, e.g. by

Method I: Measurement of yaw rate _	, speed v and preview of road curvature �
ref

to
obtain the rate of angular displacement,

� _	 = _	� v�
ref
: (25)

Method II: Measurement of lateral displacement �yT at a location near the tail of the
vehicle (see Fig. 13) to obtain angular displacement �	 as

�	 =
�yS ��yT
dS + dT

: (26)

Method III: Combination of methods I and II in a Kalman �lter structure.

.CG δf.S

S
y

dS

T

dT

T
y

.
∆

∆
∆Ψ

Reference Path

y
CG

∆

Fig. 13: Using an additional lateral displacement sensor T at the tail of the vehicle to measure
the angular displacement �	

Method I has the advantage of providing a velocity scale measurement (� _	) as compared
to a position scale measurement (�	) of method II. Since, at least for controller case II,
di�erentiating action is required of controller C(s), measurement of an already di�erentiated
variable � _	 is attractive. However, the di�erence of two absolute variables _	 and v�

ref
is

used to calculate relative variable � _	, with obvious noise concerns. On the other hand,
method II calculates relative variable �	 via two relative measurements �yS and �yT . The
e�ect of measurement noise determines the respective practical merits of the two methods,
but is too implementation speci�c to be studied in a general setting. Obviously, method III
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combines the advantages of methods I and II, and has a potential to trade o� their disadvan-
tages, i.e. support di�erentiating action to get phase lead in the presence of measurement
noise.

In contrast to reference systems with true look-ahead, the above methods enable utilization
of frequency functions for look-ahead distance, e.g. a virtual look-ahead dv(s) can be de�ned
for a virtual displacement measurement

�yv(s) = �yCG + dv(s)�	; (27)

to obtain a steering controller of the form

� = C(s)�yv(s)

= CCG(s)�yCG + C	(s)�	:
(28)

Virtual look-ahead dv(s) =
C	(s)
CCG(s)

allows to select a frequency range of measurement �	,
e.g. to accomodate the Kalman �lter structure of method III and for bandpass �ltering to
obtain the necessary phase lead in the 0:1� 2Hz region to compensate phase lag introduced
by VCG(s).

For implementation with a tail displacement sensor T as depicted in Fig. 13, (28) can be
re-written as

� = CS(s)�yS + CT (s)�yT ; (29)

with CS(s) =
dTCCG(s) + C	(s)

dS + dT
and CT (s) =

dSCCG(s)� C	(s)

dS + dT
.

4.3 Modi�cation of system zeros

Virtual look-ahead, i.e. dv(s) in (27), allows to modify the system zeros. We have argued
that the poor damping of the zero pair in the lateral acceleration transfer function (7) at
high speeds substantially hinders automatic steering control design for look-down reference
systems under practical conditions, see also [22]. Furthermore, cancellation of the zeros by
moving the system poles into their vicinity via feedback is inadequate because the poles in
(3) are also present in all other vehicle transfer functions like yaw rate (4) and poor pole
damping would result.

The capability to inuence the system zeros via virtual look-ahead, however, provides
means to achieve pole-zero compensation by moving the zeros close to the poles instead,
preserving the original pole locations. Consider Fig. 14 with an example of method II at
v = 40m/s, with � = 0:5 in the left graph and � = 1 in the right graph. The modi�cation
of zero (`o') locations is illustrated for variation of gain KT in virtual lateral acceleration

Vv(s) =
1

TSs + 1
VS(s)�

KT

TTs + 1
VT (s); (30)
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Fig. 14: Modi�cation of zeros (`o') in virtual lateral acceleration transfer function Vv(s) in
(30) with gain KT to compensate the poles (`x') in D(s) (3)

with TS > TT and VT (s) denoting the lateral acceleration transfer function for �yT at the tail
sensor T .

For appropriate KT (v), gain scheduled with speed v, the zeros (`o') are within the close
vicinity of the poles (`x') for the full range of 0:5 � � � 1 and Vv(s) turns into a PT1 transfer
function, already providing the roll-o� necessary for noise attenuation. Henceforth, controller
C(s) can be designed independently to stabilize the double integrator plant (1=s2) according
to the performance requirements of Section 2.2, considering only the gain variation in Vv(0)
with respect to road adhesion and velocity. The 50o phase lead controller L(50) introduced
in the right Bode diagram of Fig. 12 now is adequate, since G(s) is not corrupted by the
vehicle dynamics as previously with plain increase of look-ahead to dS = 5:8m. Also, since
the vehicle pole-pair is not altered in (30) and the vehicle zero-pair is placed in its vicinity,
vehicle damping and hence ride comfort is guaranteed to be similar as in the conventional,
manually steered car.

5 Conclusions

This paper discussed fundamental issues in lateral control design for automatic steering of
passenger cars within an Automated Highway System (AHS). Previous research over more
than two decades employed a variety of reference systems to determine the lateral vehicle
displacement from the road center. Reference systems can be categorized into look-down
and look-ahead systems, depending on the point of displacement measurement with respect
to the vehicle's center of gravity. Among the successful experimental implementations of
both types of reference systems, look-down systems seem to have faced limitations in driving
speed, independent of the control design. In an e�ort to understand the impacts of higher
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driving speed under practical constraints and limitations of an AHS, a detailed analysis
was presented using time and frequency domain tools together with physical insight into the
vehicle dynamics. Performance requirements and system constraints such as maximum errors
in the response to a step in road curvature, robustness with respect to abruptly changing
road adhesion, ride comfort, measurement noise, and steering actuation considerations were
directly included in the analysis.

The analysis revealed a dramatic change of the relevant lateral vehicle dynamics of look-
down system for increasing speed. In particular, pole and zero locations vary such that
damping decreases, for zeros even more than for the poles. Furthermore, instead of providing
phase lead as for low speed, the lateral vehicle dynamics of look-down systems introduce
signi�cant phase lag for higher speed, preventing control design entirely based on feedback
of the lateral displacement measurement. Look-ahead systems, on the other hand, provide
su�cient phase lead even for higher driving speeds by adequately increasing the look-ahead
distance. The respective inuence of phase lead from lateral vehicle dynamics and look-
ahead distance led to the formulation of a dual roles concept between the feedback controller
and the vehicle dynamics in general automatic steering control design.

Several design directions were investigated, both for look-down and look-ahead systems.
In order to preserve the qualities of look-down systems like reliability and accuracy, the
concept of `virtual look-ahead' via additional yaw error and yaw rate error measurements
was introduced. E�ectively, virtual look-ahead modi�es the system zeros and remedies the
speed limitations of look-down systems for lateral control design. A general framework was
established for automatic steering control design based on the detailed analysis in the �rst
part of the paper.

We conclude that proportional-type feedback design su�cies if the lateral vehicle dynamics
itself provide phase lead for stabilization, which is the case for look-ahead systems. On
the other hand, a phase lead controller is required for shorter look-ahead distances. The
methodology of virtual look-ahead for look-down systems and its bene�ts for control design
were illustrated using examples at v = 40m/s. Subsequent work is under way to investigate
explicit control designs and their respective bene�ts, concentrating on the utilization of
physical system insight for feedback control. A number of control design approaches along
the design directions presented in this paper are currently being validated in experiments at
California Path.
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